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A COLLECTIVE INTERACTION KLYSTRON

The klystron may be regarded as the most developed among conventional

microwave tubes. It has a wide-range of applications, from communication

transmission at low power level to high energy particle acceleration where

tens of megawatts are required. The simplest (though not necessarily the most

practical) klystron configuration consists of two cavities separated by a

linear drift region . The input signal is injected into the first cavity to

provide a velocity modulation of the electron beam. This velocity modulation,

after being carried through the drift region, becomes a density modulation

near the second cavity. The density modulation results in an rf current which

excites the second (output) cavity. Because of the mutual Coulombic repulsion

among the AC space charges, the charge bunching near the output cavity cannot

reach the level expected from kinematic (ballistic) considerations. In fact,

. the efficiency of klystron depends sensitively on the grouping of electrons

near the output cavity2 .

In this paper, we show that by bending the drift tube into a circular

arc, the grouping of the space charges can be enhanced. This is possible

because of the negative mass effects in rotating electron beams, in which the

3AC space charges tend to accumulate instead of self-dispersing . In addition

to the well-known ballistic effects, a klystron thus constructed makes novel

use of a powerful dynamical effect. It therefore distinguishes from the

conventional klystron in that the collective motions strengthen rather than

weaken the density modulation1. Of course, for the electron beam to follow a

circular arc in the drift section, a radial force must be externally

supplied. This can be acheived via a vertical magnetic field, or preferably

in the case of low beam energy, via a radial DC electric field. As we shall

see below, the principle outlined here may be applied to electron beam ranging

from a few keV to hundreds of keV or higher.

M Holpt appmved Febumy 28, 1984.
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To illustrate the idea, t simple two cavity klystron suffices. In such

a configuration [Fig.l], the input and the output cavities, and the drift

region may be analyzed separately. Since the novel aspects of the present

device lie mainly with the drift region, we shall focus at the charge bunching

processes there. Our elementary analysis is analogous to that used in

standard textbooks1 , but with emphasis on the negative mass mechanism.

However, the result obtained agrees with the classical limit of low current,

in which case the bunching is essentially kinematic (ballistic).

In the absence of the rf modulation, the electron beam is assumed to move V

along the circular arc of the drift tube at linear velocity vo =  v 0(r)

e rw (r), where r is the radial distance from the center of curvature of the

circular arc, and 9 is the angular variable along the drift tube [Fig.l]. For

the time being, we shall leave unspecified the relative strength of the radial

electric field E and the vertical magnetic field B which are needed to

provide the circular motion of the beam. Thus, v0 is governed by

2
Yo v 0 /r - (em 0 ) (Z0 + vo (1)

where e and mo is respectively the electron charge and rest mass,

o G( - V0
2 /C2 )'I2 is the relativistic mass factor with c being the speed

of light. In writing (1), we have for simplicity ignored the DC self fields

of the electrons. The beam is assumed to be monoenergetic, have a small beam

cross section, and be located at mean radius r-R with number density N per

unit arc length along the drift tube.

We shall use a small signal analysis. Associated with the velocity

modulation is a longitudinal AC displacement n of an electron from its

unperturbed orbit. Similar to plasma oscillation, this displacement leads to
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a charge perturbation which then generates a self AC electric field EL1. In

response to this AC electric field Ele, the angular displacement n of an

electron obeys the following liujarized force law 3,4

n- rV(--)eE1 0. (2)

Here a dot denotes the substantial derivative, e is the energy of the electron

and 3%/3e is the negative mass factor. For an equilibrium governed by Eq.

(1), 3%/3e is given by

w 2+2h

0'- 1+-fo

where

-erE
h = (4)

and VoC =rW/c.

A few words on the negative mass effect are in order. Recall that the

negative mass behavior arises if the frequency of rotation w0 is a decreasing

function of energy (3w 1o/ < o). In this case, the angular acceleration is

opposite to the applied force eE ,,e as if the inertia of the electron is

negative3,4 . There would then be an intrinsic tendency of beam bunching. If

the rotation of the electron is supported solely by a magnetic

field, E° - 0 and therefore h - 0 by (4). Equations (2) and (3) then

yield A - -O 2eE 10/Yono which clearly shows the negative mass nature of a

rotating electron, under a uniform magnetic field, as a result of the

relativistic mass correction (c*-). A new class of microwave generation
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devices, known as the gyrotron, has been developed5 based on this

principle 6 . Another limiting case is when h - 1/y 2, i.e., when the rotation

of the electron is supported $orely by an outward radial electric field [cf.

(1,4)]. In this case, 3w /3c < 0 also. This is precisely the equilibrium
07

condition in the microwave generation experiment of Alexeff and Dyer7 . In

fact, one may easily demonstrate from (3) that aw0 /3c is maximized with

.4. 2
respect to h when h - 1/y 0. Thus, among all possible combinations

of E0 and B0 , the negative mass effect is most pronounced when the rotation of

the electron is supported just by a radial electric field [cf. (3,4)] for a

given beam energy and a given beam radius R. One may compare the negative

mass effects for h - 0 and for h - /o2 through the relation

0
3woI .3w I o

which is readily deduced from Eq. (3). Equation (5) clearly suggests the

advantage of using only a radial DC electric field (h - 1/y 2) at low beam

voltage (low 00). At a high bean voltage, a vertical magnetic field suffices.

A signal of frequency w impressed upon the rotating electron beam yields

an angular variation proportional to exp (-ile) where t - w/wo" Note that

I may be regarded as a propagation constant and that it is not necessarily an

integer in the present case. Such an angular variation in the displacement

r1 produces AC space charges whose number density N1 per unit arc length is

N N an . (6)

This AC line charge yields a self electric field Ete at the beam:

4
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K I geN 1  
2 geNn (7)

where e is the free space permittivity (MKS units) and g is essentially the

diaensionless impedance experienced by the beam and is given by
3 ,4

g (1 + 2 2t-)/y 2 (8)
VPo 0

for the dimension specified In Fig. (1).

Upon substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (2), we obtain

-- - 0 (9)

where

2 12c2 v 10 2+2h

r -= tC ( O)+--V (10)

with v N e 2 /4 eosoc2 being the dimensionless Budker parameter. Note that

r is essentially the rate of growth of the negative mass instability in a

rotating relativistic electron beam. Equation (9) has its counterpart in the

conventional klystron theory in which -r 2 is replaced by wp2 WP being the

electron plasma frequency.

We may now calculate the fundamental harmonic of the AC current at the

output gap . Consider an electron leaving the input gap at e - 0 [Fig. (1)]

at time tit 1 , with a velocity modulation ;(t1) - (aVo /2) sin wtj, where a is

the modulation depth. Then Eq. (9) gives

n(t) - (avo /2r) sin wt1 sinh r(t-t1) (11)
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if we assume that rn(t)- 0. Equation (11) may be used to transform from the

Lagrangian to the Eulerian variables at 0 - Go0, the angular positic i of the

output cavity [Fig. 1]. From the definition of n~, the electron arrives

at 9 - 0 0at time tinT, where 9 and T are related by G(T)=-Go W 0 (Ttj

*+n(T)/R - w 0(T-t 1) + (aw /2r) sin wt 1 sinh r(T-t 1). This relation may be

inverted to yield

re0
T =t +-- inw sinh- (121 Tr-0 si t 1  WA

0 0.

in the small signal theory (small as). The rf current 1 2(0 ,T) at the output

gap contains all harmonic frequencies and may be represented in Fourier series

as I 7(G0,T) -E~a n(E)o0)cos nwT + b n(O 0) sin nwT] where the summation extends

from n -- to -. The Fourier coefficient is given by

w ir 1w

M =.2 f/ dt1 coo nwT (13)

where 1I is the DC current carried by the beam at the input gap. In writing

the last expression, we have used the charge conservation relation

1~~ 2 T od Upon substituting (12) Into (13), we obtain an(Go), (and a

similar expression for b n(0 ) .The total current 1 2 at the output gap is

12(00,T) -10+ n~ 21I0J n(X n)coso(aT-eO /Wo)0 (14)

where XZn - (naw/2r) sinh (re 0 1W0) and isi the Ressel function of the first

kind, of order n.



Equation (14) has a similar structure as the corresponding one for

conventional klystron. As a check, we note that in the limit of zero

density, r-o by (10) and the collective effect disappears. In this limit,

(14) indeed agrees with the classical result where only ballistic bunching is

present. The negative mass effect may be examined by considering just the

fundamental harmonic 21oJ1 (X1) in the output current 12. The peak value of

this quantity is 1.161o, occurring at X, - 1.841. Since X, - (cu/2r)sinh

(roo/wo), a very small velocity modulation at the input gap may yield the

maximum achievable rf current 1.1610 at the output gap if re /W is
0 0

sufficiently large. This is quite different from the conventional klystron,

and is due to the enhanced charge bunching resulted from negative mass effect

associated with a bent drift tube. In contrast, a weak modulation at the

input gap of a conventional two cavity klystron is unable to achieve this peak

value of current bunching because of the Coulombic repulsion among the AC

space charges1.

As a proof-of-principle experiment, take 00 2w/3, R - 4 cm, 80 M 0.1389,

corresponding to a beam energy of 5 keV. Then w /2w - 0oc/2wl - 0.1658 PPz.

Let I - 20, say, so that the tube say operate at 3.32GHz. Then Eq. (10)
m2

yields r/w o  1.86 for g - 4, h - 1/yo 2 , and a beam current of 0.1 amp. For

these parameters, the maximum achievable rf current (according to the present

linear theory) may be attained at the output cavity if the modulation

factor a Is as low as 0.014. In this example, a radial electric field

o - 2.5 keV/cm is used to provide the circular motion in the drift tube.

For high voltage operation, consider, for example, a beam at a voltage of

300 key and a current of 160 amps. For R - 22.36 cm, 0o 100P h - 0,

£ u 1.59, u/o° - 20 (i.e., operation at 3.32 GEz), saturation occurs when

a- 0.0174. Here, only a vertical magnetic field B - 94 C is used to

7



provide the circular motion in the drift tube. Examples with other beam

energy and frequency ranges may similarly be constructed.

In this paper, several vello-known principles are synthesized to yield a

novel ky stron which promises high gain. The device is efficient and

compact. It has the simplicity of a conventional two cavity klystron. It

also uses the very mechanism which makes gyrotrons efficient, as bunching

along the rotational orbits indeed takes place.

I an grateful to David Chernin for many stimulating discussions, and to

B. Arfin for his interest.

This work is supported by the Office of Naval Research.
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